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Abstract
We performed a numerical simulation based on the two-dimensional (2-D) unsteady Euler’s equation with a single-step
Arrhenius reaction model in order to investigate the detonation wave front propagation of an Argon (Ar) diluted oxy-hydrogen
mixture (2H2 + O2 + 12Ar). This simulation operates in the detonation frame of reference. We examine the effect of grid size
and the performance impact of integrated quantities such as mass flow. For a given set of baseline conditions, the minimal
and maximum grid resolutions required to simulate the respective detonation waves and the detonation cell structures are
determined. Tertiary shock wave behavior for various grids and pre-exponential factors are analyzed. We found that particle
fluctuation can be weakened by controlling the mass flow going through the oblique shock waves.
Key words: Rotating detonation engine (RDE), pulse detonation engine (PDE), oblique shock waves, numerical simulation.

1. Introduction
Since the detonative propulsion research has obtained its
peak [1-9], the practical application of such propulsive device
is still a question mark (to authors’ insight). The current focus
in utilizing detonative propulsion for air-breathing engines
has evolved from the pulsed mode to the continuous rotating
mode. Pulsed operation is applicable to a flight Mach number
up to about 3 to 4. In contrast, the concept of the Rotating
Detonation Engine (RDE) is attractive for Mach numbers
above 4. Pulse detonation engines (PDEs) designed for flight
Mach numbers exceeding 3 to 4 have increased complexity
and are becoming too expensive. Similarly, gas turbine
engines also have some disadvantages when compared to
the RDEs in terms of the engineering and materials used. In
particular, gas turbines have reduced efficiency, increased
cost, and delayed responses to changes in power settings.
Global interest in the development of RDEs for aerospace
propulsion has led to numerous studies of detonative
propulsion, particularly relating to efficiency. This is evident
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from the formation of collaborative teams and groups by
universities and industries worldwide. Much of the early
research was carried out to examine the gaseous detonative
wavelet structure [10-19] and its typical cellular patterns [20].
Recently, Choi et al. [21] proposed a common standard of grid
resolution prerequisites for achieving an explicit simulation
of detonation cell structure in a 2-D rectangular channel.
However, interest in the development of the RDE has led to
various numerical and experimental investigations worldwide.
Hishida et al. [22] numerically stabilized an orthodox rotating
detonation front propagating at nearly the Chapman Jouguet
(CJ) velocity. They determined that smaller cell sizes (3 to 3.5
mm) near the solid wall due to triple shock collision and larger
cell sizes (4 mm) on the unconfined region. Until now, no
detailed grid resolution study has been performed for an RDE
to predict the minimum grid size for detonation wave formation
and the fine grid size needed to resolve the detonation cell
structures. In the present study, we attempted to clarify these
issues. For a given set of baseline conditions, the coarse and fine
grids required for producing their respective detonation wave
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pressure regularity, including non-uniform exhaust flow and the number of detonation wave fronts in
the computational domain, to give a better idea of the particle dependency factor's effect on engine
the computational domain, to give a better idea of the particle dependency factor's effect on engine
performance and insight into the flow field within the RDE.
performance and insight into the flow field within the RDE.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe the basic mathematical formulation in Section 2. We
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with a detonation wave front is shown in Fig. 1(b). This 2-D numerical simulation of the combustion
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3.1.1. Computational grids
The computational domain consists of a uniform dense grid in the upstream region for perfect
shock wave capturing. A nonuniform stretched grid in the downstream region was used to reduce the
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computational cost and time. To further verifying the results, a grid resolution study was performed by
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of 3-D RDE chamber to (b) 2-D unwrapped RDE showing detonation

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of 3-D RDE chamber to (b) 2-D unwrapped RDE showing detonation
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Fig. 2. (a) Body-fixed coordinate to (b) wave-stationary coordinate.
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in the detonation wave front when the detonation velocity
was limited to 10% less than the CJ detonation speed. In
order to achieve a quasi-steady state simulation of the
RDE, the initial detonation velocity was retained as 5.12
(nondimensional), which is 10% lower than the actual
reference CJ detonation speed of 5.656 (nondimensional)
with the dimensionalized reference parameter equivalent
to 339.4 m/s. As mentioned previously, the exit boundary
was fixed as a supersonic boundary, and in the downstream
region, all conserved variables were extrapolated from only
the interior grid points of the domain.
Figure 3 shows the general features of the RDE flow field.
The detonation front (a) is propagating in the azimuthal
direction near the head wall; the fresh premixed fuel is
injected sub-sonically (b) and super-sonically (c) from the
bottom end; oblique shock waves (e) formed due to the

of the difficulties in identifying the detonation speed. In
moving reference frame simulations, it is very hard to define
the detonation propagation velocity in terms of the CJ
detonation speed. It is reasonable to use a moving reference
frame because of its advantages, including time efficient
calculations of performance and flow field characteristics.
The azimuthal velocity (u) is mentioned during the inflow,
and it is here that the reference frame change is implemented.
Rather than specifying u = 0 (which is the body-fixed
coordinate), a particular detonation speed of 10% less than
the CJ speed is prescribed instead. Because of this change
to the detonation reference frame, the computational space
becomes one in which a quasi-steady state is possible. This is
the computational equivalent to placing a small backwardmoving aircraft model in a wind tunnel and blowing the air
rather than moving the model.

4. Results and Discussion
Our RDE numerical study was achieved using an H2 – O2
– Ar mixture. In this section, the preliminary results, and a
quasi-steady state analysis, are described.

4.1 Preliminary numerical results
Before looking at the parametric investigation in
detail, we first considered the basic typical solutions in
order to acquire greater insight into RDE functioning, its
performance, and the flow field characteristics. In this
analysis, there is a small backward azimuthal propagation

RDE annular chamber
Fig. 3. Schematic ofFig.
RDE3 Schematic
annular of
chamber

29

Fig. 4detonation
Close-up view
of various
properties
thesame
flow labeling
field (using
same labeling
and in Fig. 3).
Fig. 4. Close-up view of various
properties
ofdetonation
the flow field
(usingof
the
andthe
conditions
as shown
conditions as shown in Fig. 3).
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× 151 and 301 × 301), the particle fluctuation is not sufficiently
high speed flow mixing; a small instability criteria (d) can
captured with the appropriate grid size. However, as the
be seen in the mixing layer which obviously lead to some
grid becomes finer (1201 × 1201 and 2001 × 2001), a cross
performance losses; the secondary shock wave region behind
sectional wave pattern was obtained that clearly shows the
the detonation wave front varies considerably depending on
detonation cell structures. In the fine grid, the cell sizes are
the inlet conditions; intermediate sonic layer (h) formed
smaller near the head wall due to the triple shock collision
between the subsonic region (f ) and the supersonic region
with the solid wall, whereas the cell sizes are larger on the
(g); and the detonation products are expanded azimuthally
side.side.
and axially to the exit plane.
are larger onunconfined
the unconfined
In the case of a detonation wave simulation with a
A closeup view of the detonation wave front and the
reaction
model,
an experimental
comparison
region around the wave front is given in Fig. 4 for various
In the casesimplified
of a detonation
wave
simulation
with a simplified
reaction model, an experimental
can be made by changing the pre-exponential factor (k)
fields in order to comprehend the detonation wave structure
comparisonvalue,
can bewhich
madehas
by achanging
pre-exponential
factor (k)
value, which has a physical
physicalthe
scaling
factor of reaction
speed,
along with other interesting phenomena. Each frame covers
since the k value can be tuned either by comparison with
a spatial region of 0.2 × 0.2 in the axial and transverse
scaling factor of reaction speed, since the k value can be tuned either by comparison with the
the experimental detonation cell size or with a one-half
directions, respectively. From the temperature and pressure
experimental
detonation
cellThus,
size the
or experimental
with a one-half
reaction length.
reaction
length.
comparison
has no Thus, the experimental
field, we note that there is a high pressure zone in front
of
great significance, but the effects of other flow and thermothe heat release area. Moreover, a classical detonation wave
comparison has no great significance, but the effects of other flow and thermo-chemical parameters
chemical parameters are typically investigated in this sort
structure can be seen from the azimuthal and axial velocity
ofinvestigated
study. The invalidity
present
modeling
procedure
plot.
are typically
this sortofofthe
study.
The validity
of the
present modeling procedure was
was thoroughly studied in [21], and most of the previous
To determine if the flow field within the RDE had stabilized,
thoroughly detonation
studied in [21],
and most
the types
previous
detonation models
studies used
studies
used of
these
of simplified
[11, these types of simplified
we looked at the temporal evolution of the pressure
15,15,
17].17].
Recent
studies
[3-6,[3-6,
8, 22,
regularity along the centerline in the detonation wave front.
models [11,13,13,
Recent
studies
8, 31,
22,32]
31,have
32] used
have this
used this approach for the
approach for the investigation of combustion characteristics
Fig. 5 shows that the flow field acquired its stability criteria
investigation
combustion
in RDEs, which
good comparisons with experimental
inofRDEs,
whichcharacteristics
gave good comparisons
withgave
experimental
after a small fluctuation. In addition, the zoom in picture
of
observations
physical
intopresent
RDEs.results
The present
Fig. 5 illustrates a sequential pressure regularity in the observations
flow
and physicaland
insights
into insights
RDEs. The
exhibit general agreement with
results exhibit general agreement with previous RDE studies.
field behavior.
previous RDE
valueaccordingly
was tuned accordingly
for comparison
The studies.
k value The
was ktuned
for comparison
with the with the experimental
experimental detonation cell size provided by Austin [34].
4.2 Grid resolution study
detonation cell size provided by Austin [34]. Basically, the k value is related to its dimensional
Basically, the k value is related to its dimensional counterpart
The theoretical and numerical framework outlined in
L∗
counterpart (k*)
(k*) through
through the
the time
time scale
scale ( ∗ ). If
If k*
k*and
and the
the velocity
velocity scale
scale (u*) are fixed, then k is
the preceding sections is used to analyze 2-D detonation
u

phenomenon in various regimes. Because of limited
to the physical length scale used [21].
computational resources, only seven grids (38 × 38, 76 ×proportional
76,
151 × 151, 301 × 301, 601 × 601, 1201 × 1201, and 2001 × 2001),
with grid sizes as summarized in Table 1, were considered
fordetonation cell size of the 2H2 + O2 + 12Ar mixture (𝛾𝛾1 = 1.60, 𝛾𝛾2 =1.29, MW = 34.4) is
The
the case of k = 2000, in order to precisely address the issue of
estimated by Austin at initially 20 kPa and 298 K [34]. The detonation cell size from the smoked-foil
grid resolution. Fig. 6 shows a smoke-foil record for different
grids. A smoke-foil record can be numerically reproduced
record is considered to be a characteristic dimension. The initial reference conditions used for their
based on the domain peak pressure [6]. For coarse grids (151
experiment are given in Table 2 with the nondimensional values.

By considering the reference as a ten-cell size width, the experimental smoked-foil records are 60 mm.
From this numerical simulation, the typical ten-cell size shown in Fig. 6(e) is approximately 0.45L*.
This yields L* = 133.3 mm, which corresponds to an RDE diameter of 63.67 mm. This is small
considering a realistic engine size and operating conditions, but is considered to be sufficient to
understand the wave front structures and dynamics of an RDE. In realistic operational conditions, the
11

6 Numerical
smokefoil
foilrecords
records for
for different
different grids
Fig.Fig.
6. Numerical
smoke
grids(ɵ(θ==5.2,
5.2,k k= =
2000).
2000).

Fig. 5. TFig.
emporal
variation
of pressure
along
the centerline
in the
deto5 Temporal
variation
of pressure
along
the centerline
in the
nation wave front (2001 × 2001, θ = 5.2, k = 2000, Δ x = 0.00125).
detonation wave front (2001 ⨯ 2001, ɵ = 5.2, k = 2000, Δ x = 0.00125).
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regular pattern of interacting transverse waves that closely
resembles the open-shutter photograph of a detonation in
a thin channel by Lee [35]. The numerical results are also
consistent with the experimental observations that the
detonation cell size is smaller near the upstream region,
but decreases in initial pressure toward the downstream,
resulting in a larger cell width [34].
Detonation properties of an elected stream trace for
several numerical cases are shown in Fig. 7. The minimum
grid size required to achieve detonation is 38 × 38, and no
detonation occurs for a grid size of 30 × 30. Apart from the
very low grid cases, there is no large variation in the flow
field features for other higher-order grids, which shows
that the flow field characteristics are less dependent on the
grid resolution. For instance, the time taken for the coarse
grid (151 × 151) to perform 60,000 iterations (to reach the
quasi-steady state condition) is 8 min, which is 6473.2 min
less than the fine grid (2001 × 2001) simulation. Therefore,
in the interest of calculating detonation properties, coarse
grids provide a much more computational time and
resource saving option than the fine grids. Fig. 8 shows the

(u*) are fixed, then k is proportional to the physical length
scale used [21].
The detonation cell size of the 2H2 + O2 + 12Ar mixture (r1 =
1.60, r2 =1.29, MW = 34.4) is estimated by Austin at initially 20
kPa and 298 K [34]. The detonation cell size from the smokedfoil record is considered to be a characteristic dimension.
The initial reference conditions used for their experiment are
given in Table 2 with the nondimensional values.
By considering the reference as a ten-cell size width,
the experimental smoked-foil records are 60 mm. From
this numerical simulation, the typical ten-cell size shown
in Fig. 6(e) is approximately 0.45L*. This yields L* = 133.3
mm, which corresponds to an RDE diameter of 63.67
mm. This is small considering a realistic engine size and
operating conditions, but is considered to be sufficient to
understand the wave front structures and dynamics of an
RDE. In realistic operational conditions, the detonation cell
size would be much smaller than that of the present study,
which need finer resolution and lot of computation cost to
resolve it.
The grey scale contour shown in Fig. 6(e) exhibits a fairly

Table 2. Initial reference conditions used for Austin’s experiment [34] with the nondimensional values used in the present study

Fig. 7. Detonation flow properties of a stream trace for different grids (θ = 5.2, k = 2000).

Fig. 7 Detonation flow properties of a stream trace for different grids (ɵ = 5.2, k = 2000).
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substantially divergent state. Fig. 10(b) represents the mass
flow variation along the inlet and outlet of the computational
domain. We note that the fluctuation is significant at the
exit near the oblique shock region. This kind of particle
nonuniformity affects the performance of the system, which
ought to be controlled by reducing the mass flow through the
generated oblique shock waves.

temperature contours for different grids, thus demonstrating
that the detonation properties are less dependent on the grid
size. Fig. 9 also shows the pressure and density variations
of a particular particle moving from the inlet to an outlet
for different grids in such a way as to lend support for the
conclusions suggested in Fig. 7.

4.3 Propulsive performance analysis

4.3.2 Effect of the number of detonation waves

4.3.1 Nonuniform exhaust flow

Yi et al. proposed that an RDE delivers almost the same
performance when increasing the number of detonation
waves [6]. Fig. 11 shows temperature contours of detonation
waves in a one-waved, three-waved, and four-waved RDE
with respective pre-exponential factors of k = 10000, 20000,
and 30000, with baseline injection conditions. The height
of the detonation wave front is higher for a reduced k value
of 10000, and when the k value increased, the detonation
height decreased. In addition, the number of shock waves

We considered the efficiency loss due to nonuniform flow
at the outlet. Fig. 10(a) presents the temperature contour
with streamlines (in black) throughout the annulus of an
“unwrapped” RDE. It is possible that the large numbers of
particles push off directly through the exit plane after going
through the detonation wave front. On the other hand,
some particles drive into the oblique shock created by the
detonation waves, and then move out of the plane in a

Fig. 8. Temperature contours for differentFig.
grids8 (θ
= 5.2, k = 2000)
Temperature
contours for different grids (ɵ = 5.2, k = 2000)

34

Fig. 9. Pressure and
variation
showing
thevariation
full streamshowing
trace of a particle
the domain
for different
grids (θ = the
5.2, k = 2000).
Fig.density
9 Pressure
and
density
the fullthroughout
stream trace
of a particle
throughout

domain for different grids (ɵ = 5.2, k = 2000).
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generated in the case of a larger k value increased but the
waves were weaker, which does not significantly affect the
uniformity of the exit mass flow. However, even though a
single oblique shock wave was generated with the lower
k value, the strength is impressive. This does affect the
uniformity of the exit mass flow, which in turn affects the
system’s performance, as mentioned in the previous section.
In future work, further examination of the performance of
particle fluctuations related to thrust potential and specific
impulse is needed.

traces passing through the detonation wave front is of great
concern in rotating detonation engine simulations. Fig.
12 shows the pressure field with four picked stream traces
piercing the detonation wave front via the nethermost portion
(a), halfway point (b), two-thirds distance (c), and apex
portion (d) of the detonation wave front. Physical properties
of those streamlines were extracted and correlated as shown
in Fig. 13. From the XY chart, it appears possible that the
bottom-most streamlines, known as the stream trace, (a)
has zenithal pressure and diminished fluctuations, whereas
stream trace (d) has intensified variations with low set
pressure values because of interaction with the procreated
oblique shock waves.

4.4 Flow field physics in the detonation wave front
Detonation features and flow field behavior of stream

4.5 Tertiary shock wave pattern
Figure 14 juxtaposes the pressure contour for different
grids to distinguish the tertiary shock strength across the
domain. For coarse grids, the tertiary shocks behind the
detonation wave front are thicker and less in number.
Nevertheless, for fine grids, tertiary waves are thin and
skimpy. The detonation front curvature is greater for the
coarse grids than for the fine grids.
We also scrutinized the tertiary shock wave in the flow field
because of the prevailing regional supersonic flow behind
the diffracting shocks. In Fig. 15, we assimilated the preexponential factor k for several cases (2000, 5000, and 10000)
and examined the axial velocity, which clearly displays the

(a)

Fig. 10 (a) Temperature contour with
streamlines, and (b) mass
flow variation on
(b) contour with
Fig. 10 (a) Temperature
the inlet (red) and outlet
(blue) along
the(b) mass flow
Fig. 10. (a) Temperature
and
streamlines,contour
and (b) with
massstreamlines,
flow variation
on
variation on the inlet (red) and outlet (blue) along the aziazimuthal location (2001 ⨯ 2001, ɵ = 5.2,
muthal
(2001
× 2001,
= 5.2, Δalong
x = 0.00125).
thelocation
inlet (red)
and
outletθ (blue)
the

12 Pressure
flowstream
field withtraces
stream of
traces
of a particle (2001
Fig. 12. PressureFig.
flow
field with
a flow
× 2001, θ =flow
5.2,particle
Δ x = (2001
0.00125).
⨯ 2001, ɵ = 5.2, Δ x =

Δ x = 0.00125).
azimuthal location (2001 ⨯ 2001, ɵ = 5.2,

0.00125).

Δ x = 0.00125).
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Fig. 11. Temperature
of detonation
wavesofindetonation
one-, three-, and
four-waved
RDE
(1201 ×and
1201,
θ = 5.2, Δ x =RDE
0.0025).
Fig. 11gradient
Temperature
gradient
waves
in one-,
three-,
four-waved
(1201
36
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Fig. 13. Variation
in the
flow fieldinproperties
using stream
traces (2001
× 2001,
θ = 5.2,
Δ x =(2001
0.00125).
Fig. 13
Variation
the flowcaptured
field properties
captured
using
stream
traces
⨯ 2001,

ɵ = 5.2, Δ x =

0.00125).

5. Conclusion

wave patterns. We whited out the area ahead of the oblique
shock to untangle how this region is affected by modifying
the k value. Shock wave interaction is weak for a reduced k
value. However, as k is increased, the interaction becomes
stronger and more forcible, which is due apparently to the
formation of cell structures in front of the oblique shock.
All of the gas particles within the walls of the domain are
treated through these shock waves, and thus they will have a
performance loss associated with them.

39

We performed a 2-D numerical simulation of an unsteady
Euler’s equation with a one-step chemical reaction to study
stationary detonation wave front propagation in an annular
chamber of an unwrapped RDE. A quasi-steady state
simulation was used to investigate the effect of grid size in
producing detonation cell structure, and the performance
impact of nonuniform exit mass flow. Additional work
examined the detonation wave physics and tertiary shock
formations. In conclusion, time-efficient calculations in
performance and flow field behavior were obtained using
quasi-steady state simulation. We also identified that flow
particle fluctuation is the main problem for performance
losses, which can be decreased by controlling and regulating
the same amount of mass entering through the oblique
shock waves. A thorough study of particle fluctuation needs
to be carried out in future work.
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